Entani and Tanaka (2007) presented a new approach for obtaining interval evaluations suitable for handling uncertain data. Above all, their approach is characterized by the normalization of interval data and thus the elimination of redundant bounds. Further, interval global weights in AHP are derived by using such normalized interval data. In this paper, we present a heuristic method for finding extreme points of interval data, which basically extends the method by Entani and Tanaka (2007) , and also helps to obtain normalized interval data. In the second part of this paper, we show that the solutions to the linear program for interval global weights can be obtained by a simple inspection. In the meantime, the absolute dominance proposed by the authors is extended to pairwise dominance which makes it possible to identify at least more dominated alternatives under the same information.
Introduction
is less than one, the interval weights turn out to be inconsistent because there are no feasible weights.
The redundancy that has to be removed, however, is somewhat difficult to identify. With regard to this, we find that Campos, Huete, and Moral (1994) presented a number of basic operations necessary to develop a calculus with probability intervals as an interesting tool to represent uncertain information. In the meantime, they proposed a recursive algorithm to develop the extreme probabilities by using an implicit tree search where each node is a partial probabilities and a child node represents a refinement of its parent node by increasing one component of probabilities. Wang and Elhag (2006) introduced normalization methods for interval weights which are classified into independent and dependent subject to the requirement of sum to unity constraint. They further extended their methods to fuzzy weights by using -cuts and the extension principle. Some errors in their development were pointed out and corrected by Li, Wang, and Li (2009) . Pavlačka (2014) studied the problem of normalization of a fuzzy vector of weights that expresses the joint probability distribution of initial weights. Entani and Tanaka (2007) introduced a new efficient normalization method for interval weights while we find numerous normalization methods for crisp data. See more on this in Sugihara et al., (2004) and Tanaka et al., (2004) .
This paper aims not to criticize their approach but to suggest a heuristic method to normalize interval data via extreme points, which also helps to achieve the normalization of interval data and thus the elimination of redundant bounds. To do so, we present two methods which are distinct from previous methods. In the first, we formulate a linear program (LP) for normalizing interval weights based on Entani and Tanaka (2007 Entani and Tanaka (2007) 
Normalizing interval weights and finding their extreme points
The optimal solution to the problem is to cut Now, we present how to find the extreme points of interval weights (see also Arbel (1989) can allot only 0.1 to to its fullest with the coefficient 4 in the fourth and accordingly, the residual weight 0.1 should be allotted to having the next largest coefficient 3, which yields three extreme points as follows:
.
In summary, we list all the extreme points in a matrix :
(1)
Every extreme point in shares some common feature in that it is composed of either (i.e., the first three columns) or end points of (i.e., the remaining three columns), which is restated in Theorem 1. 
Identifying non-dominated alternatives
In the framework of the AHP, a decision-maker provides pairwise preference judgments between alternatives , with respect to each criterion and also pairwise preference judgments between criteria , . According to Entani and Tanaka (2007) The programs proposed by Entani and Tanaka (2007) are further simplified by substituting in a maximization and in a minimization problem for , thus yielding equivalent LPs:
s.t.
The LPs can be solved by inspection since they belong to a simple knapsack problem and detailed explanation is given later in pairwise dominance.
According to pairwise dominance, alternative at least dominates if for any fixed set of feasible weights, the worst outcome in at least exceeds 1) Note that the constraints , are unnecessary since each is assumed to be normalized.
2) Note that we would have to use instead of for a maximization problem and instead of for a minimization problem if was not normalized:
. the best outcome in . Step 1. Allot to all .
Step 2. Allot the residual weight to the lowest for some if ; otherwise, allot .
Successively allot the residual weight to the next lowest for some and continue this step until all the residual weights are used up.
To exemplify this procedure, suppose that the referenced priority weights and local weights of two alternatives are given as in 
Concluding remarks
In this paper, we presented an LP formulation to normalize interval weights, inspired by Entani and Tanaka (2007) . We also showed that this goal can be achieved by finding their extreme points and presented how they can be found. Knowing the extreme points is not only helpful in removing redundant bounds which may be present in the interval weights but also in solving decision-making problems with interval weights. 
